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Details of Visit:

Author: welshrarebit
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: 20/11/03 3pm
Duration of Visit: 2.5 hours
Amount Paid: 300
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Tara In Oxford
Website: http://www.tarainoxford.com/
Phone: 07852906439

The Premises:

We met at a Travel Lodge which was perfectly adequate, clean and safe. We initially had drinks in a
Holiday Inn next door, but after an introductory conversation soon retired to this nearby facility.

The Lady:

Tara is a beautiful, intelligent lady in her late 30's. Her body is shapely and well tanned. She wears
a short landing strip of turf down below, whilst up above there are beautifully rounded breasts with
large aureoles that cry out to be sucked.

The Story:

The meeting with Tara was from my viewpoint a celebration of a forthcoming birthday. I guess in
terms of the end of my 5th decade, it was definitely a case of trying to prove that my virility could still
be aroused with such a beautiful woman.

But what a woman Tara turned out to be! Previous reports had suggested the sex would be
pleasurably, but I wasn't prepared for the mind-blowing experience that the next 2 and a half hours
provided.

As soon as we entered the bedroom, we entwined in each others arms, clothes gradually being
shed as the kissing got more and more passionate. As my hands released her strainging brasseire
and slipped to her full breasts, so her hands reached inside my trousers to feel what was by then an
erect and eager member. We left the clothes where they fell and made our way to the bed where
Tara reclined groaning under my kisses and sucking of her nipples and down to her soaking pussy.
She writhed and bucked as I pleasured her, coming with a full orgasm in response to a mix of
tongue and fingers. This was the first of many orgasms experienced by Tara, and she later readily
admitted that this was no fake dramatic show but the full response of a lover who was enjoying her
pleasure.

I was soon rising above Tara to fulfil my own orgasm, and this was taken as her body responded to
my thrusts. Afterwards we chatted naturally in each others arms, caressing each other gently. As
the touches became more physical we soon moved into another lovemaking bout with Tara
positioning herself on my cock which was taken eagerly through the rear entrance. Her groans
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matched mine as we moved to a second mutual orgasm.

After a similar social interchange, Tara poistioned herself for a third time, this time sitting facing
away with her back to me. Again there was a tight fit to her anal cheeks, but we were physically
committed to bring each other to another orgasmic climax.

Well surely that would be all that could be managed in such a short time? The 2 hours had flown
past, and I was beginning to think of the travel homewards, but a final flurry of kisses resulted in yet
a fourth sexual encounter. For the first time Tara's lips engulfed my cock, which somehow found
enough response to come to attention. There was a short period of bodies entwined in a 69 before
Tara positioned herself between my legs and began sucking and licking with a determination that
wouldn't be resisted. Her oral pumping must have continued for some tem minutes as yet another
orgasm built in my loins. Tara swallowed the cum in full delight as the final shudders ejaculated
streams directly into her caressing mouth.

Tara is a beautiful and highly sexed lady who gave an old gent an experience that will be
remembered for many years. But then maybe there will be future times together that may even
overpass this incredible experience!
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